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Regular chains are a generalization, due to A. Schmidt, of continued fractions to 
the approximation of complex irrationalities by Gaussian rationals. Many impor- 
tant properties of continued fractions are preserved, including the fact that chains of 
numbers equivalent under a complex unimodular transformation are eventually the 
same, up to certain transformations of chain elements. Some transformations omit- 
ted by Schmidt are discussed. fc3 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
Regular chains are a generalization of real continued fractions to the 
complex domain [7, 81. They yield a more substantial carry-over of the 
classical theory of continued fractions than earlier generalizations. Regular 
chains are described in [7, 8, 3,4, 51, but a brief description will be in 
order. Define seven complex unimodular maps II,, u2, vj, e,, e2, e3, and C, 
of the form 
az + b 
m: i” H - 
cz+d’ 
ad-bee { 51, +i}, a, b, c, dE Z[i], 
in terms of their matrix representation: 
These matrices are 
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Let 
vo= [ {V$ 
“= -‘x 
v,= (y v-7) u iJ {C>u (j (G>, n=l n=l n=l 
E,= {E,, Ez, Ed, 
T,= V,u E,u {C). 
(2) 
A regular product To T, . . . Tk is a finite product of elements from TFu V, 
satisfying 
(a) T,E Vo; 
(b) T,ETFifdet TO...TvPI= -&l; 
(c) T, E TF\ E, if det T,. . . T, _ , = + i; 
(3) 
(d) if Ty--I=V;, then T,#V/P, 
for 1 6 v <k. A regular chain is an infinite product satisfying (3). Dually 
regular products and dually regular chains are finite, respectively, infinite 
products which reverse the options for T, in (3)(b) and (3)(c). 
Given an arbitrary complex unimodular map, m, there is a 
corresponding Farey set, F(m), and a dual Farey set, F*(m). Let 
~={z~3z~O}u{co}, and ~*={z10~~~6l,lz-tl~t, 3~20)~ 
{cc }. For S c C, S will denote {Z ) z E S}. The circular Farey sets, for 
det m = f 1 are of the form 
F(m) = m(y) 
m(j), 
choosing (uniquely) so that F(m) is a circular disc or else 
F(m) = z ( 3z 2 b,}, b0 E Z. The corresponding triangular dual Farey set, 
P(m), is m(3*) or m(F), choosing so that F*(m) c F(m). 
The triangular Farey sets, for det m = _+ i, are of the form 
F(m) = NY*) 
m(p), 
choosing (uniquely) m(Y*) if m(Y) is a circular disc or is of one of the 
forms 
{z I %z<n}, n=O, -1, -2,... or (z 1 %z 2 n}, n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 
641/25/2-3 
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or else m(F) if m(j) is of one of these forms. The corresponding circular 
dual Farey set, F*(m), is m(Y) or m(3), choosing so that F(m) c F*(m). 
The vertices of a Farey set, of either type, will be the images of co, 0, and 1 
under m. It is shown in [7, Lemma 1.31 (see also [4]), that every Farey set 
is uniquely representable as F(m,), where M, = T,T, ... T, is a regular 
product. Moreover, F(m,) = m,(9) if circular and = m,(9*) if triangular. 
To each regular chain, To T, ..., there corresponds a regular chain of 
Farey sets, F,, F, ,..., defined by F,, = F(m,), where M, = T,,T, ... T,,. They 
satisfy F, 3 F, 3 F, 2 ‘; it is shown in [7, Lemmas 1.3, 1.4, Proof of 
Theorem 2.11 that diam F, -+ 0 and hence fi,“=, FH = { 0, a singleton. 
Conversely, it is shown that each r E C\Q(i) not equivalent to a real num- 
ber corresponds to a unique regular chain, denoted ch 5 = T,, T, . . . . Those 
5 equivalent to a real number are given by two regular chains. In a similar 
way, each irrational number in (Z 1 0 < ‘%z < 1) has an associated dually 
regular chain, ch*t (possibly two). The complete quotient, <,, satisfies 
m,, ,({,t)= toL,tp ... ‘-t,, ~,([,,)=to=(, where T,,T,,+,... =cht,, or 
ch* <,, as the case may be [7, (2.1), (2.2), (2.5)]. 
These chains share many of the properties of the continued fraction 
expansion of a real number. There is a simple correspondence between the 
continued fraction expansion of a E R\Q and its regular chains. When 
CI > 1, cx = [a,; a,, a2 ,... 1, then 
The first chain can be interpreted nicely using the description of continued 
fractions involving Ford circles (cf. [ 11). 
Two real numbers, t and 11, are said to be equivalent if there is a linear 
fractional transformation, m: x +-+ (ax + b)/( cx + d), a, 6, c, d E Z, and 
ad-bc= f 1, such that m([)=q. Let <= [a,; ~~a~,...] and q= [b,; 
b, b,,...]. It is a useful result in the theory of continued fractions that t and 4 
are equivalent iff there exists g, h 2 0 such that ag + n = bh +. “, n = 0, 1, 2,... 
L-21. 
This result has a generalization for regular chains. Two complex num- 
bers, 4 and q, are said to be properly equivalent if there exists a unimodular 
map, m, with det M = +_ 1, such that m(c) = q. The main result of the paper 
is contained in the following theorem. Let maps s and r be maps with 
matrix representations 
(5) 
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so S3 = R2 = I. Then if rt is the permutation (1 2 3) then 
sv,s-’ = vx(i), SE,S-’ = E,,,,, and scs- i = c. (6) 
Ifrc=(12),thenforiE{l,2}, 
RV,R = Vnli,. (7) 
A chain will be said to be of type real if ch t: = nbL10 T,, where for some 
g>OandjE{1,2,3}, T,ET~\U;=, (V;} for all v>g. 
THEOREM. Two irrational numbers, 5 and q, are properly equivalent iff 
they have regular chains of the form 
ch <= TOT, ... T,T,+, ..., 
chq= U,U,... u,,u,,+,..., 
where 
det( TO T, . ..T.)=det(U,U,...U,), 
and either one of the following holds, 
(i) There exists je ( 1, 2, 3 > such that for n 2 1, 
U hfn=S’TR+nS-i. 
(ii) The regular chains for r and for q are both of type real, where 
ch~=T,~~.T,V$IV~.“, i,E{1,2,3}\(k}, z is an order2permutation of 
{ 1, 2, 3}, andfor n b 1, 
U h+n= v”n;;n,. 
This theorem differs from [7, Theorem 2.31 in the inclusion of per- 
mutations described in (ii). These permutations apply in an obvious way to 
[7, Theorems 2.3*, 2.41 also. That the permutations of subscript in (i) are 
not necessary can be m from an example. Let CI = & = [l; m], so 
using (4), ch, CI = E2 V3 5 (the arrow denotes chain periodicity). Let 
4=txz=iJ3+l- i,soch{=V,V:.Letq=t-l,soch++=I/,V;Z.Thenl 
is properly equivalent to q, yet condition (i) does not hold. 
The sufficiency of the conditions in the theorem is proved in the follow- 
ing two lemmas. The first lemma is half of [7, Theorem 2.31. The proof is 
included since the proof of Lemma 2 is essentially the same. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose that ch t: = TO T, T, ’ ‘. and ch q = U0 U, 17~. . ., and 
there exists g, h such that det( TO T, . . . T,) = det( U, U, . . . U,). Suppose 
further that there is a fixed je { 1, 2, 3) such that for n >, 1, 
u h+n=SJTR+“S~i. 
Then 4 is properly equivalent to n. 
Proof Ifj=3, then Uh+,,=Tp+,, for n>l, so tg+,=qh+, and thus 
?f=ug~u,~ ... ~Uh”(&)~f,” ... “tg) ~ ‘(r ) expresses the proper equivalence 
between 5 and q. Consider the case j = 1. Since t E F( t,, 0 t, 0 . . . 0 t,) for all 
n, it follows that 
for n 3 1. On the other hand, if F( t, + , ii t,, z 0 . . i: t, + .) is circular, then 
and the same conclusion follows if F(tg + , 0 . . . 0 t, + .) is triangular. But 
then n;=, s(F(tR+,c’ ... ~Jt,+.))=s(~,+,)=n,,+,, since the intersection is 
a singleton. Then Y]=U~OU,O ... out,~s~(tOo ... Dt,J’(<). For j=2, it 
follows immediately that s*(t, + ,) = q,, + , and hence 9 = u0 0 . . 0 u,, 0 s’ 0 
(t,o ... 0 tJ’((). 1 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that ch < = T,, T, T, ... and ch q = U, U, U, .‘. are 
both of type real. Suppose that det (TOT, ‘. T,) = det( UO U, . . . U,) = + 1 
and for all n>g, T,E VF\UTz, Vt; for fixed kt: (1, 2, 3). If Tg+,,= VT, 
i,,E {L 2,3)\{k),f or n > 1 and there exists h such that 
U h+n= V”nil,,, 
where 71 is an order 2 permutation of ( 1, 2, 3 >, then r is properly equivalent 
to v]. 
Proof The argument is similar to that of Lemma 1. The maps that play 
the role of si in Lemma 1 are 
$+1-k -k ores , (8) 
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where V, is omitted and rc = (ij). Then for n E { 1, 2, 3}\ { k}, 
S i+j -kRs-kv,skRSk-r-J= Vntn,, (9) 
The triangular case does not hold, as in Lemma 1, since these maps do not 
fix 9*, as do the maps in Lemma 1. The matrix identities of (9) all follow 
from (6) and (7) using S3 = R* = I. 1 
To complete the proof of the theorem it is now shown that, together, 
these conditions are also necessary. 
Proof. Lemma 1 and 2 show that these are sufficient conditions. Sup- 
pose 5 and y are properly equivalent, with ye =rn([). Let F,, = F(m,,) = 
F(t,,~t,2 ... of,,). Then 
Now m(F,) will be a Farey set iff -d/c $ m,,(Y), since then F, c m,(Y) 
maps to the bounded component of C\a(mom,(9)), so m(F,) = 
mom,(Y) = F(m om,,). This condition is satisfied for n large enough, say 
n>n,, since diam F,, + 0, -d/c E Q(i), and 0 F,, = 5 4 Q(i). There are two 
cases, depending on whether or not there is a triangular Farey set among 
the F,,, for n 3 no. 
Case 1. Suppose F, is triangular, for some g 2 no. 
The proof of this case is found in [7, Theorem 2.31. 
Case 2. Suppose F, is circular for all n b no. Then T, E V, for all 
n3n,. 
Two subcases will be considered, depending on whether or not ch 5 is of 
type real. 
Suppose first that ch 4 is not of type real, so T,, E u;=, V; infinitely 
often for each i E { 1,2,3 }. The proof of this case is found in [7, p. 211, 
using properties of Farey sets, dual Farey sets and properties of Farey 
triangles found in [6]. Suppose ch < is of type real, with 
ch r= TOT, .*. T, V;~V~V:‘V~..., g=n, and det TOT, ... T,= + 1. Thejth 
and kth edges of II; are segments of the jth and kth edges of .a*. 
Hence the jth and kth edges of F*(m, 0 1171) = mg 0 u;l(Y*) are segments of 
the jth and kth edges of F*(m,)=m,(Y*). Similarly, the kth edge of 
F*(m, 0 up’ 0 VT ) is also a segment of F*(m,). So the kth edges of F*(m,), 
for n tg, is a segment of the kth edge of F*(m,). But then a segment of the 
kth edge of F*(m,) lies in all F(m,), for n >g. Since [ is the single point 
with this property, 5 E c?F*(m,). The set m(F*(m,)), for n >g, will be a 
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triangular dual Farey set since -d/c # m,(Y). Express m(F(m,)) in terms of 
a regular product: m(F(m,))=F(u,~~u, 0 ... 0~~). If F*(~,cu,‘J ... 0~~)’ 
m(F*(m,)), then the argument can proceed as in case 1, involving a sub- 
script permutation as in (i). However, this need not be the case. In any 
case, the k th edge of dm(F*(m,~)) will be an edge of 8F*(u, 0 U, C’ ‘1 u,), 
since 9 is on 8F*(u,ou,,~ ... ‘2~~ ) by the same argument as for r E 13F*(m,). 
The ith and jth vertices of m(F*(m,)) will be vertices of 
F*(u,~ “’ ‘~‘Uh). However, since m(F*(m,)) is disjoint from 
F*(u,- . ‘1 u,,), except for the common edge, the numbering of the two 
shared vertices on m(F*(m,)) differs from that on F*(zq,o ... c u,,) by an 
order 2 permutation, as in (ii). Thus U,, +,, is related to TX+,, by a subscript 
permutation as in (ii). 1 
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